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INTRODUCTION
The social order of each country implies the existence of such a component as political system. At present, Ukrainian society is undergoing a stage of transformation of the political system, moving towards becoming an equal actor in the society-state relationship, thus developing the characteristic qualities of civil society. The multifunctionality of such a cognitive structure as the political system of society has caused the pluralism of opinions in the approaches to its interpretation, in particular from the point of law. The information component is key in the development of the political system of society.

Despite the significant contribution of such domestic and foreign scientists as O. Babkina, M. Baimuratov, E. Batalov, O. Batanov, P. Bieglov, Y. Bytiak, V. Bogatyrov, I. Butko, A. Vengerov, D. Vydrin, B. Gaievskyi, V. Helman, V. Horbatenko, V. Hrygoriev, O. Danylian, O. Dzioban, O. Demianchuk, M. Idrisova, D. Easton, V. Kampo, G. Klimova, M. Kononchuk, S. Korzh, V. Kostytskyi, S. Maksymov, M. Marchenko, L. Nalyvaiko, M. Orzikh, M. Panov, O. Petryshyn, V. Pohorilko, O. Proskurina, P. Rabinovych, O. Rudakevych, Y. Riaboi, P. Sas, H. Sashchuk, S. Seriohina, O. Skakun, V. Tatsii, Yu. Todyka, V. Trushyna, V. Khroppaniuk, Y. Shemshuchenko, I. Shtuka, V. Yakoviuk, I. Yarulin and others, who have researched individual issues of the political system of society, there is a lack of a modern and effective scientific theoretical approach to understanding this category and features of the current state and further development, which negatively affects the formation of civil society and the rule of law in Ukraine.

The modernization of the political system of Ukrainian society in the modern era is one of the ambiguous phenomena, which results in the process of changing not only the political course of the state, but practically the whole substantive part of the political system of society. At the present stage, when Ukraine is getting rid of the remnants of the past and direct total interference in all spheres of society, it is important to analyze the nature and content of modernization of the political system of society, the features of its formation process and the prospects for its further development. For more than twenty years, Ukrainian society has been in a state of systemic transit – the transition to a new quality level of all spheres of its activity.
1. Concepts and features of the political system of society

Every society, regardless of its level of development, is undergoing some degree of political and legal transformation. This is characteristic of both highly developed (civil) and the underdeveloped (tribal) society. The problem of interaction between political existence and political consciousness has always interested scientists. But studies of the relationship between the ideal and the real in politics become relevant at the turning points of history, when the processes of democratization include broad sections of the population in socio-political life. Since these issues need legal regulation, there is a need to study them from the standpoint of science of theory of state and law.

Today, the inability of political party leaders to consolidate and make important compromise decisions should be acknowledged as a negative phenomenon in the political system of society. The main transformational measures in the political system of society should be development of the Ukrainian political elite; harmonization of relations between all subjects of the political system of society; reform and adjustment of national legislation with international standards. The effectiveness of the political system ensures the proper functioning of the social, economic, spiritual and cultural spheres.

Each system of society is a single, orderly system of components, the interaction of which causes the emergence of a different quality. The political system is no exception. The term “political system of society” provides an opportunity to identify and characterize the political interests of different actors.

Confusion in legal terminology on the understanding of the term “political system of society” needs to turn to theoretical developments in this field.

The category “political system of society” has been introduced into the scientific field relatively recently, at the stage of development of society, when political parties, public associations, movements began to operate alongside state institutions. Exploring the issues of the political system of society, L. Nalyvaiko concludes that in a broad sense it is a set of interrelated and interdependent political institutions stipulated by the Constitution and laws of Ukraine, which exercise power in society, regulate political relations, political activity, ensure stability and order in accordance with the achieved level of political culture. The scientist also emphasises that understanding the political system of society as a set of state and non-state institutions fetishizes
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the state as a subject of the political system, thus denying the priority role of
the people. After all, the political system is usually called the political system
of society, not the political system of the state. This approach is of great
practical importance for understanding the political sphere of society and the
importance of active public in it. In the rule of law, the primary tasks of the
political system of society are to ensure public order, to create conditions for
political stability, and to harmonize important interests for society.

The emergence of the term “political system” was conditioned by the
isolation of a set of different political phenomena into a certain integrity
against the background of the rest of society. In legal science, domestic
studies of the political system of Ukrainian society began in the 60s of the 20th
century. In general, the term “political system” was hardly used in the
scientific works of domestic scientists until the 70s of the 20th century.
Instead, the term “political organization of society” was applied. In Soviet
times, the political system was regarded, as a rule, formally, symbolically, as a
collection of political organizations.

The political system does not exist separately from the external environment
with which it interacts with aid, carrying out “transformation” within itself. This
makes it possible to speak of the implementation of the political system and,
accordingly, of its internal processes in some general plane.

Today in the scientific literature, in particular the legal, political systems
of society are offered to understand as follows: the political system is an
integrated set of state and non-state social institutions that exercise power,
manage the affairs of society, regulate the relationship between citizens, social
groups, nations, states, states stability of society, a certain social order.
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component, organic part of the social system, which includes the totality of different social subjects and institutions, united by participation in the political life of society, the various forms of political relations and relationships in which it is realized and the core of which are relations about state power and the results of political activity; set of political institutions and organizations, political activity, political relations, political norms, principles and traditions, political consciousness, culture and media in their interaction, reflecting the interests and will of the social associations that exercise political power, struggle for its exercise within rights through the state; holistic, orderly set of political institutions, political roles, relations, processes, principles of political organization of society, subordinate to the code of political, social, legal, ideological, cultural norms, historical traditions and principles of political regime of a particular society; holistic, orderly set of political institutions, political relations, processes, principles of political organization of a society, subject to certain political, social, legal, ideological, cultural norms, historical traditions and principles of political regime of a particular society; a comprehensively organized and orderly set of political institutions, which are intended to carry out their activities on the normative and legal basis and to promote the legitimacy of political power in the state, as well as to provide social and spiritual guarantees for the development of society. The concept of a political system is multidimensional in nature, the content of which are organizational and political institutions.

In its system, the phenomenon under study includes the organization of political power, relations between society and public authority.

Successful development of Ukraine as a European democratic state is impossible without realizing the importance of introducing effective ways of modernizing the political system of society.
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Based on this analysis, it is appropriate to define the term “political system of society” as a coherent and complex set of elements, the tasks of which are aimed at achieving and ensuring the stable functioning of society through their effective interaction and implementation of political functions in accordance with the fundamental principles of law.

Among the features of the political system of society are the following: the integrity and complexity of the elements; conditional independence; internal and external relationships; static and dynamic character; normative regulation.

2. Institutions of the political system of society and their characteristics

Political parties that really represent society are an indispensable element of representative democracy. One of the basic principles of such parties is openness to dialogue with the public and with other political parties in the country.

In modern democratic states, the political systems of society seek to balance in every possible way, taking into account the interests and needs of all subjects.

As of January 1, 2019, 352 political parties have been registered in Ukraine in accordance with the procedure established by law. At the same time, the overwhelming majority of parties do not engage in active political activity; new parties are mostly registered for further “commercial use.”

An integral part of the political system of any democratic society is the functioning of the opposition and the basis for the development of civil society. In the system of political relations, the opposition performs significant positive functions: it promotes the separation, reflection and generalization of the interests of population groups that are not satisfied with the activities of different branches of government in the centre and regions. However, it is not necessary to exaggerate the positive role of the opposition, since individual opposition groups used democratic norms and procedures as a means of protecting the narrow-minded interests and ambitious claims of their leaders for national representation. The effectiveness of political opposition is determined by a
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number of factors, in particular: normative and legal regulation, public support for the opposition, and constructiveness of opposition forces.

Accordingly, the processes taking place in the political system have a significant impact on the results of transformations throughout society. The maintenance of Ukraine as an independent state depends on the content of its activity, quality of functioning, coherence of actions of all its subsystems.

Special communication tools are required to maintain a constant connection between policy makers. This is conditioned by the very nature of politics as a collective, complexly organized purposeful activity, a specialized form of communication of people for the realization of group goals and interests that interest the whole society. The collective nature of the goals that are pursued in politics implies a compulsory awareness of the divisions within the collective (states, nations, parties, etc.) and the coordination of activities of people and organizations. All this, of course, is impossible with the direct, contact interaction of citizens and requires the use of special means of information transmission, which ensure the unity of will and focus of actions of a large number of distant people. An effective communication channel between the subjects of the political system and other entities requires permanent improvement of information and communication technologies, since the current state of information and technological support in Ukraine does not correspond to international and advanced achievements in this field.

Among the novelties of domestic legislation in the political sphere of society, the rule on state financing of the statutory activities of political parties deserves special attention. According to the approved changes, the statutory activities of political parties, not related to their participation in the elections of the People’s Deputies of Ukraine, elections of the President of Ukraine and local elections, are financed at the expense of the State Budget of Ukraine, as well as the expenses of political parties related to the financing of their election campaigning during the next and early elections of the People’s Deputies of Ukraine are reimbursed. The annual amount of state funding for the statutory activities of political parties is set: two hundredths of the minimum wage set for January 1. It is determined that the right to receive state funding for statutory activity is held by a party whose election list received at least 2% of the valid votes of voters who took part in the last regular or early elections of the People’s Deputies of Ukraine in the national constituency. However, on October 2, 2019, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
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cancelled funding for parties that did not overcome the 5% barrier in elections.

The main task of the law is to reduce the risks of political corruption by introducing comprehensive amendments to the legislation of Ukraine in the field of financing political parties and election campaigning, in particular: reducing the dependence of parties on financing by private donors (oligarchs, industrial-financial groups, and so on); creating conditions for free and fair inter-party competition and the development of new parties through the introduction of state funding for parties; enhancing the transparency of funding for political parties and their local organizations, as well as enhancing the transparency of election campaign funding; imposition of effective, proportionate and efficient sanctions for violations in party financing and election campaigning\textsuperscript{23}.

Expert opinions on financing political parties in Ukraine should be provided. V. Taran, in particular, believes that this law will take time to implement it if the parties are more virtuous and not tied to the money received from certain patrons. The expert also emphasised on foreign practice: in Lithuania and Estonia similar changes worked immediately, while in Latvia and Poland there are still problems\textsuperscript{24}. The system of state funding of parties is very simple – it assesses the effectiveness of parties by election results and, according to these results, political forces are compensated for their activities. In our country, the financing of political parties needs to be brought to a completely new transparent system. This should be a system of membership contributions, one-off contributions from party members in the election year, etc. Political parties should be financed exclusively from transparent, tax-confirmed funds, according to V. Tsybulko\textsuperscript{25}. However, it is important to develop appropriate mechanisms for the legal accountability of political parties for violating the relevant rules of the law.

Moreover, it should be noted that this issue needs further thorough study due to the lack of trust of the citizens of Ukraine in the activities of political parties. As of March 2019, after a sociological survey, 76% of citizens expressed their distrust.
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Thus, in March 2019, 1.4% of citizens fully trusted parties, 10.1%—rather trusted. So, in general, the public is very negative about most parties. The early parliamentary elections in July 2019 had a significant impact on the Ukrainian political party and became unprecedented, with the first opportunity to form a coalition of members of one party (including majority members who are members of the respective party)–a total of 43.16% of votes.

Despite the recent developments, the political system of society in the sphere of political parties’ activity needs significant modernization.

An important area for domestic parties is international cooperation. In particular, the implementation of Ukraine’s European integration course requires consolidation of efforts by diplomats and non-governmental policy makers in promoting the country’s interests in the European community. Inter-party cooperation has a significant potential in shaping the image of the state favourable for European integration and achieving political support for the country’s position in the EU. Promising in this context is the development of links with European transnational parties, which are becoming increasingly influential in Europe.

Sufficient social experience of the developed democracies is convincing evidence that the current political system, in its present form, could not have developed without the influence of the institution of local self-government. The question of the existence and development of the system of local self-government is a dialectical transformation of the whole system of power relations in the country, and its local economic, political and other local and autonomous activity serves as a powerful source of change in these spheres. Under this approach, local self-government should be characterized as a power. But it is a power of a special kind, the power of the people, which has all the necessary capabilities for self-organization in the local territory, without the pressure of strict standards, capable of realizing its control function. In the modern democratic, social-legal state the necessity of formation and development of local self-government is caused by a number of reasons. One of them is the growing importance and strengthening of the role
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of territorial communities. Under the conditions of a political system of a
democratic society, the territorial communities, which are the basis and the
primary subject of local self-government, play an undeniable role, since they
ensure its normal and effective functioning.

The importance of the development of the scientific problems of the place
of the territorial community in the political system of society in the present
transformational conditions requires comprehensive research. This is due to
their mobile nature, dependence of development and essence on changes in
state and public life, on political, economic, social and other transformations.

It is the awareness of the importance of the territorial community in the
political system of society that significantly updates the search for researchers
in this field.

Territorial communities are one of the important institutions of the
political system. The concept of territorial community is relatively new to the
legal science of Ukraine. Despite the lack of consensus among scientists on
the definition of “territorial community”, it has received its legislative
definition, including in the Constitution of Ukraine. This once again
confirmed the importance of this institute. According to the provisions of the
Basic Law of the state and the law of Ukraine “On local self-government in
Ukraine”, a territorial community is residents united by permanent residence
within a village, settlement, city, which are independent administrative-
territorial units, or voluntary union of residents of several villages having a
single administrative centre. Also, the legislation of Ukraine, in particular in
the mentioned legal acts, enshrines a rather wide range of powers of the
territorial community in public administration, namely elections of deputies of
local councils, village, town and city mayors, local referendums, general
meetings (conferences), public hearings initiatives, management of communal
property, approval of the programme of socio-economic and cultural
development and control of their implementation, etc.

Territorial community in modern conditions acts as a form of social
organization of society, a kind of social institution that provides
implementation in a certain area of integration policy on the common interests
of local residents. An active, influential and advanced civil society is an
essential element of any democratic state and plays one of the key roles in
implementing urgent social change and good governance, managing public
affairs and addressing local issues, developing and implementing effective
public policies, asserting the rule of law responsible to the person, solving
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political, socio-economic and humanitarian problems. The empowerment of the local community in the exercise of local self-government is defined as an important direction in the implementation of the National Strategy for Promoting Civil Society Development in Ukraine for 2016–2020. In spite of the thorough regulatory support of the rights of the territorial community, there are still some gaps in their legislative regulation and a number of problems in the mechanism of their implementation.

Since becoming an independent state, Ukraine has developed a system of local self-government, but in its essence it has many Soviet features, which hinders the democratic development of society and the state. Therefore, the current direction of institutional changes in the political system of Ukrainian society is the reform of public authorities at the regional and local levels.

Without a doubt, reforming the system of local self-government to a state that would maximize the interests of citizens in all spheres of life is of utmost importance. According to the majority of experts and practitioners, the main task of reforming the system of organization of power at the local level is the formation of a proper resource base for the realization of the right to local self-government by territorial communities.

The implementation of a series of effective measures will help to establish in Ukraine a democratic model of the political system of the European model, which will allow to ensure in practice the principles of the rule of law, the possibility of real implementation of the constitutional rights of territorial communities, their proper management, the effective functioning of local self-government.

The legal institutionalization of a territorial community is conditioned by the growing role of the territorial community and the need to strengthen legal statehood. The territorial community is an important component of the political system of society and plays a decisive role in the democratization of Ukraine’s state system. Further scientific elaborations of this problem are necessary for the prospect of development of local self-government, extension of rights of territorial communities and improvement of the mechanism of their realization, in the conditions of formation of the rule of law and civil society.
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3. Political culture as an element of the political system of society

Political culture is a fundamental component of the political system of society. Political values are dominant in political culture. Political values include: equality, justice, democracy, freedom, socialism, security, state, statism, paternalism, monarchy, peace, etc. Political values are socio-political ideals (freedom, justice, equality, etc.) and political phenomena reflected in consciousness (state, monarchy, statism, etc.). For each subject of political life, the range of significant political phenomena will be different. Therefore, it can be said that political values are the value orientations in the sphere of politics of a particular subject of political life and the objects of these orientations. On the other hand, values that are inherent only in the political culture of these societies are formed in the political culture of different societies. They reflect the general aspirations of the people. Formed under the influence of various factors, including under the influence of the national culture of society, these values are embodied in the minds of the people, determine the general order of their opinions regarding political power, political system, future of the country, define political culture as such. Therefore, more precisely, political values can be defined as extremely general orientations and ideals of society in the socio-political sphere, as well as politically significant social phenomena that are fixed in the mind of people and represent a characteristic feature of general life activity\(^32,33\).

However, the urgency of the problem now lies in the fact that in Ukraine there has not yet emerged a full-fledged political nation with clearly defined national interests, for which a consensus would emerge both among the elite and among citizens. In these circumstances, the process of Ukrainian state formation is difficult and ambiguous\(^34\). Thus, in today’s reality, in the context of active integration of politics into people’s lives, it is urgent and necessary to determine the proper place and role of political culture, since the latter has a fundamental influence on the formation of citizenship and, accordingly, the formation of a democratic state.

However, despite the diversity of political parties and public associations, new associations and parties are emerging in the current political system. The
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emergence of new political parties and public associations indicates the
development of civil society and civic initiatives. The defining concept of political culture was proposed and introduced for the first time by American political scientist G. Almond, who in connection with an attempt to develop a classification for comparing political systems, noted that each political system was included in a specific model of policy orientation. This, according to the scientist, is appropriate to call political culture. Today, the term “political culture” can rightly be called one of the most common and, at the same time, one of the most controversial concepts in science.

From the moment of the emergence of political relations, that is, the institutionalization and alienation of the majority of members of one or another community of management relations, political culture emerges as a specification of the general culture. Political culture is an integral part not only of politics but also of human existence. In the course of historical development, the interaction of culture and politics manifests itself as a dialectic of political, social, cultural processes, and manifests itself differently, depending on the specific efforts of the functioning of a society. Culture is manifested and embodied in political and legal ideas, values, attitudes and institutions, power relations. Political culture is a kind of translation of political experience and reproduction of political life of society, which makes it possible to consider it as the most important characteristic of the political system, which is going through a difficult stage of its development – the stage of democratic transition. Contemporary political culture acts as a means of reproducing the political life of the society, a system of worldviews, orientations, patterns of behaviour of individuals and groups, as well as forms of functioning of political institutions that are manifested in the direct activity.
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of the subjects of the political process. Political culture has a systemic character at the national level, because it is part of a complex adaptation mechanism of a particular people to the conditions of their own life. The public’s positive or negative attitude to decisions made by public authorities depends, among other things, on the level of political culture.

Political culture as part of human culture can change under the influence of changes in the system of values of the culture of society. But the basic values (value bases) change rather slowly, they are little prone to changes, while peripheral values can undergo more frequent changes, be transformed in times of crisis of society, changes of political regimes. Political culture is a fairly conservative element of society’s culture. Once formed, political culture remains a stable, integral formation at its core.

Nowadays, politics is becoming increasingly active in the practical life of citizens. Therefore, it is especially important to take into account the place of political culture in public life, its influence on the civic position of the population, etc. Political culture is understood as a qualitative composition of the political life of a society, determined by historical, socio-economic and political conditions and reflects the awareness of the subject – society, group of persons, person – relevant political relations, ways of activity, norms and values, the degree of socio-cultural development of man and the degree of their activity in the transformation of political and social reality. The political culture of civil society must be developed as one of the main conditions for socio-political stability. Involving citizens in the decision-making process will help to shape a democratic political culture in Ukraine. In turn, citizens should also understand that the position of removal from politics, which is often observed today in the formation of public authorities, is far from being better on condition that the authorities try to secure a space of self-control and permissiveness.

Analyzing the influence of political culture on the transformation processes of Ukrainian society, Yu. Riaboy concludes that political culture is a set of political values, norms, orientations and ways of behaviour of citizens in relation to politics in general, the political system, as well as their role in
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this system. The scientist also points out that increasing the level of political culture seems to be possible by increasing the openness of the political system, as well as by acquiring it with the ability to react in a timely manner to socio-political transformations; raising ideological and organizational pluralism; creating effective and efficient mechanisms for preventing the violation of citizens’ rights; formation of a new adequate time and democratic norms of the political elite; closing the gap between citizens and political power; providing opportunities for real participation of the population in political processes, etc.\textsuperscript{44}

Thus, political culture is a multifaceted phenomenon with its historical, social, political, legal and psychological roots. In addition to the fact that political culture is considered one of the indispensable components of the institutions of society, it influences all spheres of both state and public life, it is a system of values that shape the identity of nations, the unity of the state. An analysis of the current state of political culture allows us to find answers to a number of questions that are important for an objective assessment of the progress of reforms, clarification of the strategy and tactics of our country’s development.

\textbf{CONCLUSIONS}

Based on a comprehensive theoretical and legal analysis of the political system of society, we can state the following.

1. The political system of society is a coherent and complex set of elements, the task of which is aimed at achieving and ensuring the stable functioning of society through their effective interaction and exercise of political functions in accordance with the fundamental principles of law. Features of the political system of society are: the integrity and complexity of the elements; conditional independence; internal and external relationships; static and dynamic character; normative regulation. The following is defined: 1) in Ukraine, civil society institutions do not act as full (real) subjects of political and public activity; 2) the national model of political culture as a component of the political system of society has not been formed in society. This causes the social order of Ukraine to be frozen; active participation of the public in the management of public and state affairs will produce renewal and modernization of the political system, emergence of new public and political leaders, formation of citizens’ trust in the authorities, strengthening of democracy. Political opposition is a necessary element and factor in the development of an open society, a democratic and rule of law.

2. It is important to develop inter-party cooperation at: 1) internal (between domestic parties) level and 2) external (implies two strategic directions: European parties and parties of other democratic states of the world). The current political system of Ukrainian society is open and requires communication of its subjects with international partners. In today’s democratic, social-legal state, the need for the establishment and development of local self-government is due to a number of reasons. Under the conditions of a political system of a democratic society, the territorial communities, which are the basis and the primary subject of local self-government, play an undeniable role, since they ensure its normal and effective functioning.

3. Political culture is the deterministic historical, political, social, psychological, legal influence of the views, values and ideals of a society, group of persons or persons, expressed in the attitude of these subjects to the political process in the country of residence. Political culture must be developed as one of the main conditions for socio-political stability. Involving citizens in the decision-making process will help to shape a democratic political culture in Ukraine. In turn, citizens should also be aware that the position of removal from politics, which is often followed today in the formation of state bodies, is far from being better when the authorities try to secure a space of self-control and permissiveness.

**SUMMARY**

The paper deals with the problems of functioning of the political system of society in Ukraine from the standpoint of theoretical and legal science. It is emphasised that the political system of society is a coherent and complex set of elements, the task of which is aimed at achieving and ensuring the stable functioning of society through their effective interaction and implementation of political functions in accordance with the fundamental principles of law. The features of the political system have been identified. It is stressed that in Ukraine civil society institutions do not act as full (real) subjects of political and public activity. It is also noted that the national model of political culture as a component of the political system of society has not been formed in society. It is emphasised that the modern political system of Ukrainian society is open and requires communication of its subjects with international partners. The role of the territorial community in the development of Ukraine’s political system is revealed. The definition of political culture is proposed. Political culture must be developed as one of the main conditions for socio-political stability.
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